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employer's capital was mainly circulatingl: in coal-mining
and iron-making the employer owned most of the fixed as
well as the circulating capital, so that a stronger inducement
existed to avoid the evils of fluctuating prices. The pro-
ducer did not, however, determine the ultimate price of his
wares, since between him and the consumer was interposed
the middleman. Iron from abroad passed through the hands
of merchant importers who sold it to ironmongers, and the
latter disposed of it to the iron manufacturers2. Hull was
the port through which the cutlers of Sheffield obtained
Swedish iron used for making steel: London was a channel
for Swedish, Russian and American iron : Bristol imported
American iron. Native iron might be sold direct to con-
sumers such as the smiths, or disposed of through the medium
of ironmongers. The manufactured wares in their turn passed
through provincial and metropolitan dealers. In the iron—as
in the textile—industry, London was the chief distributing
centre of the kingdom. Sheffield, for example, sent her
knives through the agency of factors to the metropolis, and
only in the second half of the eighteenth century did a class
of merchants arise which entered into direct relations with
houses on the Continent and in America 3.
The workers in the iron industry embraced several
classes, extending from those who produced charcoal, coal and
ironstone, to those who turned the metal into finished pro-
ducts, the intermediate classes being the foundry and forge
workers. An ordinary furnace was worked by seven men, of
whom two were founders or keepers, three were fillers, and
two were bridge-servers 4. Other men were employed in the
preparatory processes, where women and children also
assisted. At Furness the founder earned ten shillings a week,
the filler seven shillings, and the bridge-server six shillings *.
In addition the employer usually provided a cottage—free
 *	Supra, p. 9.   Ci also Ashton, op. cit. 163.        » See infra, vol. iiL 191.
 *	Uoyd, The Cutlery Trades, 328-330.
 *	The bridge-servers filled the baskets, and the fillers carried them to
•file top of the furnace: Fell, op. cit. 234.
 *	This was before 1755.   After 1755 the keeper received los.: 6d.,
and after 1785 the bridge-server earned 73.: 6d.:  ibid. 296.    At Coal-
brookdale the keepers received us., and the fillers los. 6d.:   Ashton,
op. cit. 190,    See infra, Appendix, p. 493, No. 4.

